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Defining Characteristics of the 21st Century Enterprise
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Experience 
Centric

Outcome Based Agile & Lean Microservice 
Oriented

Ecosystem 
Driven

Contextual, unified 
experience for 

customers

Business outcome focused 
(KPI, MBR, Etc.)

Optimized platform 
built on automation & 
dynamic rules engine

Consume “everything” 
as a service

Extended enterprise of 
customers, suppliers, 
partners, employees 

The 21CE offers a 
unified experience 
across different 
channels. It also uses 
the context of the 
usage and the channel 
to focus on customer 
experience. 

The 21CE applies 
technology to 
transform its business 
model and deliver 
“outcomes” that cut 
across value chains.

To ensure a swift 
response to changing 
market conditions, a 
21CE is optimized in 
processes and tools 
for fast 
maneuverability 

Irrespective of the 
sector in which it 
operates, a 21CE will 
change its operating 
model and become 
“data-driven” 

These are complex 
specialized networks 
wherein stakeholders 
up & down the value 
chain collaborate to 
extend the enterprise 
beyond traditional 
boundaries
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The Changing Role of Data in Enterprises
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Experience 
Centric

Outcome Based Agile & Lean Service Oriented Ecosystem Driven

✓ The center of 
application 
development is no 
longer the ERP but 
touch-points in the 
customer journey

✓ IT needs to shift spend 
towards delivery of the 
ideal customer 
engagement  

✓ Ability to measure and 
manage business 
aligned metrics in every 
IT process

✓ Ability to change the 
business models 
integrating different 
channels, processes, 
and systems

✓ As IT moves towards 
systems of 
engagement, they need 
to deliver at the cost of 
consumer technologies 
– not through 
traditional cost cutting 
but using technologies 
efficiently 

✓ IT should enable 
consume “everything” 
as a service. 

✓ Ability to “pay as you 
consume” and 
“integrating services” 
to orchestrate business 
outcomes enables 
agility and lower costs

✓ IT should enable the 
integration of 
stakeholders seamlessly 
(E.g. partner, supplier, 
employee, consumer)  

✓ Customer experience is 
being defined by 
consumer platforms – a 
new ecosystem 

21st Century Enterprises use data as a competitive advantage.
They use data as a strategic asset in becoming a more intelligent enterprise.

Data-Driven
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21st Century IT Builds 21st Century Applications
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21st Century applications require a different approach to architecture, development, and operations 

Focus on delivering functionality to support processes Customer centricity leading the backend optimization with 
design thinking  

Delivering to user requirements through SMEs acting as 
proxy

Evolving an application from MVP by learning from the 
actual end-users

Long release cycles with major feature upgrades Shorter lifecycles for applications – including shorter release 
cycles

Large monolithic applications that suite majority of users –
focus on consolidation of applications

Smaller focused applications for different user segments –
focus on differentiated, contextual, value-centric experiences

Different silo’s – development, deployment, operations  Full stack engineering optimized across dev, deploy and ops 
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Key Technical Elements of 21st Century Applications
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DevOps

Cloud

Operations Ready

Analytics Infused

• To support different channels and customer
experiences on the same back end

• To leverage existing IT assets and capabilities
• To participate in the modern ecosystem of

application development up & down the value chain

APIs

• End to end agility in application lifecycle: dev, test, 
deployment

• Automation for cost effective development and 
predictability 

• Support for non-functional
requirements; High availability, disaster
recovery, and scalability

• “Pay as you go” model of consumption
of resources

• Standardization of operations – to support large 
number of small apps (e.g. new data governance 

policies)
• Support for self-service: discovery, provisioning, and 

troubleshooting• Operational analytics to support application
development

• Support for going from MVP to full fledged application

The HCL Software portfolio brings all these elements together: 
✓ STANDARDIZATION: technology stack, development practices, and operationalization 
✓ FOCUS ON BUSINESS VALUE: By moving technology concerns to HCL Software, developers can focus on the business problems and the use cases
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HCL Now HCL-----------Lab Services

Delivering on 21st Century Application Development
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✓Integrating cloud-native 
products into 21st Century 
ecosystems by working with 
partners and end-customers to 
create data-driven solutions for 
new business models

✓Dedicated, secure environments 
deployed and managed on your 
public cloud of choice. 

✓Enterprise–grade availability, 
unlimited scalability and 
flexibility built from the ground 
up as cloud–native.

Deploy HCL Software products to 
K8s with just a few clicks or single 
command. Enables deployment to 
any cloud – public, private, hybrid 
– in just minutes! SoFy solutions 
are portable across all Kubernetes 
environments, so you have 
complete freedom of choice.

The focus on platforms, customer-centric applications, and rapid business model changes 
requires new delivery models

Innovation Team 
Model

Shared Service 
Model

Factory Development 
Models

Collaboration & Co-Creation Governance & Efficiency

https://www.hcltechsw.com/sofy
https://www.hcltechsw.com/hcl-now
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Enterprise Platforms: The HCL Software Portfolio
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Enterprise 
Platforms

Experience 
Platforms

Orchestration 
Platforms

Digital Employee Digital Customer
Productivity 

Improvement
Efficiency 

Improvement

Knowledge 
Management

E-CommerceDynamic 
Decision making

Portfolio 
Consolidation

Employee 
Collaboration

Digital 
Marketing

Process 
Automation

Legacy 
Modernization

Customer 
Service

Platform Components & Tools

HCL Domino

HCL Sametime

HCL Connections

HCL Accelerate

HCL OneTest

HCL BigFix

HCL Workload Automation

HCL Launch

HCL VersionVault

HCL Compass

HCL Volt MX

HCL Mainframe HCL Hero HCL Clara

HCL Unica

HCL Commerce

HCL Unica Discover

HCL Digital ExperienceHCL Domino VoltHCL AppScan
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Product Overview

ABOUT HCL OneDB
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OneDB: Vision & Strategy
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Be the best cloud-native database for HCL Software products and 
enterprise applications

1. The de facto cloud-native database for HCL Software products
When clients move their HCL applications into cloud-native
• High-availability, scalability, and versatility, the Kubernetes way
• Improved usability and management so lack of skills is not an inhibitor 
• OneDB v2.0 supports Unica, Commerce, Workload Automation, Link, and Compass
• Solution Factory (SoFy) deploys OneDB for development and production
• 2021-2022: Continue until all HCL Products are supported by OneDB

2. Support platform modernization efforts - leading with our cloud-native capabilities
• For companies executing against a cloud first strategy, leading with the database when transitioning to 

the cloud or to cloud-native practices
• Perfect for new cloud-native application development or when modernizing legacy stacks
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The HCL OneDB Differentiator
High performance and reliability with cloud native advantage

Multi-model Data 
Management
Power workloads spanning multiple 
data types (document-store/JSON, 
SQL, timeseries, spatial) on a single 
data  platform.

Hybrid Transactions
Combine and use Time-series, 
Spatial, NoSQL, and SQL data 
together in the same query 
and database.

Data Volume
Ingest and store terabytes of data 
necessary for broad range of  
enterprise solutions — from edge 
to cloud.

Unmatched for 
Cloud-Native Solutions
Deploy & scale on any/multi 
cloud, on-premise and embedded 
in apps. Database replication and 
scalability the Kubernetes way.

Data Access
Application developers have fast 
access to this data through, REST 
API, Mongo APIs, and SQL APIs.

Accelerate time-to-market
Build and deliver cloud native 
solutions faster and with more 
flexibility, to address critical 
business needs.

Data Security
Native encryption with all 
configurations. Data is secure at 
rest, and in motion.

Simple and cost effective
Easy to deploy and 
cost-effective to run. Small 
footprint, silent installer, self-
managing.

Always-on Transactions
Extremely high data availability, for 
planned and unplanned outages. 
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Business Benefits – HCL OneDB Cloud Native DBMS

Increased speed, agility and lower cost
• Speed of Deployment and Ease of Operations

• Scalability and high-availability configuration is automated
• Operational automation and flexibility (roll-outs, updates, roll-backs, backups, etc.
• Enable developers to do more and develop apps faster without highly refined dba-specific skills

• Much less database-specific knowledge/experience is needed to run a cloud native database.

• Kubernetes defines a high-availability and scalability architecture that is common for all applications.

• Kubernetes provides a standard framework for automation. This framework can be used to automate 
many database administration tasks

• Greater workload flexibility

• Enhanced portability across a multitude of infrastructures because of container-based infrastructures
• More efficient use of resources
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OneDB Connect 
node1

Failover & Load Balancing

OneDB Connect 
node2

Kubernetes Load Balancer

Mongo Wire Listener REST 

OneDB SQL client

OneDB Operator

OneDB Helm Chart

OneDB Server 
node1

OneDB Server 
node2Primary Secondary

Developer
or DBA

OneDB Explore

Use of 3rd party names is illustrative and denotes the context in which OneDB operates. Logos and trademarks are copyrights of respective owners.

Backup Service

HDR

Kubernetes 
Administrator 

OneDB APIs

SQLi and DRDA portsOneDB Kubernetes Cluster

OneDB 2.0 Reference Architecture
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OneDB: A Proven Platform
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Key Description % weight

0 Not at all 0%

1 Very basic support 25%

2 Partial implementation on full on-prem 50%

3 Good implementation and K8s support 75%

4 Fully implemented/supported in cloud native 100%

Cloud Native Capabilities OneDB v2 Oracle DB

DB2 on 

Cloud

MySQL w/ 

Vitess MongoDB

PostgreSQL w/ 

EDB Operator CockroachDB Snowflake YugaByte DB

Kubernetes Orchestration

HA the Kubernetes Way

Reliability - Data Integrity

Cloud Choice

Performance

Security

Serviceability

API Compatibility

Evaluated OneDB v2.0 against competitors in the cloud-
native DBMS market, comparing over 60 attributes

OneDB v2 EDB PostgreSQL operator Vitess Operator for MySQL Cockroach DB YugaByte DB Snowflake MongoDB Oracle Enterprise DB DB2

Enterprise Grade Scalability and Resiliency 

Does the DBMS have a scale out strategy? (is this sharding?) OneDB v2 on prem supports sharding.  This is not (yet) exposed 

via the K8S operator

No Yes. Both HA and Sharding Yes Yes, both sharding ( by hash or range ) and replication of parts of 

tables (called tablets)

Snowflake does support auto-scale and auto-suspend. Scaling 

to multiple clusters to meet demand, suspend or remove 

when lower demand. No sharding
Yes.  MongoDB implements sharding

Yes. Oracle DB implements Oracle Database Sharding, which 

requires Data Guard or Goldengate

No

Is scale out different than HA? OneDB v2 on prem supports sharding that is different than OneDB 

HA solutions. This is not (yet) exposed via the K8S operator

N/A The underlying RDBMS supports HA, typically a Master and 2 

Replicas

Scale out is supported "application" level sharding and is handled  

through the Vitess Operator

Scale out and HA are integrated Done by parts of table using groups and election leaders.  Has 

read replicas, that do re-directed writes.  "Raft distributed 

consensus protocol".  Also has async replication between 

independent clusters (based on CDC)

Yes – HA/Failover is addon. Snowflake Database Replication 

and Snowflake Database Failover services – across regions, 

specific to cloud provider. Similar to HDR – Primary and 

Secondary clusters
Yes.  MongoDB has Replica Sets for HA and sharding for scalability

Oracle uses a different combination of their technologies. 

Oracle RAC is the clustering technology for HA. Data Guard and 

Goldengate allows for scaling and also availability beyond the 

datacenter.

N/A

Does scaling out happen automatically?  How is this configured? OneDB v2 sharding does not happen automatically.  N/A Manual Scale out yes. Geo-partitioning can control the location of data at 

the row level

Not automatic, changed with simple commands

$ ./bin/yb-ctl --num_shards_per_tserver 4 add_node

Yes – multi-cluster architecture. Configure additional 

Snowflake Clusters
Shards are established manually.  Once created, data flows to the 

shards automatically.

Yes. Creation and replication of shards is automated. Onprem 

(Cloud@Customer) for sure. 

From what I am able to gather, Oracle Cloud Native approach is 

using OCI Service Broker APIs (based on Open Service Broker 

APIs and K8s catalogs). 

N/A

Are both scale out and scale in supported? OneDB v2 sharding does support scale out and scale in, but this is 

not yet exposed via the K8S operator

N/A Yes, But manually yes yes Yes
Yes.  Manually.  Shards can be added and removed.

Supports shard creation and isolation. Cannot find information 

on shard removal - for scale in.

N/A

How long (what work is involved) to create a new shard? Manual steps required include defining the shard, the shard 

strategy and shard key.  The required data will migrate to the 

new shard and the other shards will rebalance.

N/A Creating new shards is a manual exercise 3 node clusters are created automatically when a single 

database is created.  Additional copies/nodes are created 

when size threshold is achieved. When your cluster spans 

multiple nodes (physical machines, virtual machines, or 

containers), newly split ranges are automatically 

rebalanced to nodes with more capacity. 

Simple command to add shard – work time is varying to 

redistribute the shards

N/A - Snowflake supports partitioning

Establishing a shard is a quick process.  The time to populate it 

varies based on the cluster workload.

Though some of it is automated, it does require setup of 

Goldengate besides the Database. How much of this can be 

done through OCI Service Broker API is not clear

N/A

How are client programs routed to the appropriate server? OneDB does not have a primary node and so clients can connect 

to any node and receive data back that resides on any node.  

OneDB Connection Manager provides the client-server abstraction 

layer.

The operator sets up a -rw service to the primary (read/write) 

server, as well as -r (read only) hot standby. Applications that 

require read/write must explicitly connect to that server.

Middleware Routing with Vitess (vtgate) All copies of the data can respond to the query.  Apps must explicitly connect to the server or load balancer (K8 

deployment). Some mention of random shard 

connectivity/routing but I think that is done via the load balance 

services in K8 only

Snowflake uses Cloud vendor services like IP proxy and routing 

services Client programs connect to a mongos  node which serves as a query 

router.

Oracle Application Continuity feature + Transaction Guard. 

Included with Oracle RAC and Data Guard

N/A as sharding is not supported, but in a K8S 

environment the load balancer will direct the 

client app to a suitable server.

If the server (pod) goes away, do the client programs have to reconnect manually? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Snowflake is not in containers. That said, it uses cloud based 

services for proxy and routing

Yes Application Continuity takes care of the recovery/routing under 

the covers.

Yes

How are the nodes/shards kept in sync?  Is there a central node? There is no central node.  Each node knows the sharding scheme 

and the nodes that host each shard.

There is a central/primary node from which all write activity is 

sent.  Physical streaming replication (async/sync) and file-based 

log shipping (async).

Mysql Master/Replicat Replication No.  RAFT  consensus protocol is used to keep nodes in 

sync and for replica leader election

There is a master 'node' that keeps metadata of all other nodes 

and understands/coordinates sharding.  Think of it as a 

supercharged CM (what we probably would want CM to be 

someday).  This node itself is replicated

Primary to secondary replication. Heartbeat processes to 

check
Yes.  The mongos nodes are the central nodes.

No central node. Sharding strategy and sharding key is used to ti 

access data.

N/A for sharding.  There is a primary node 

(central) server in an HA  cluster

Are there special storage or file system requirements?  (GPFS cluster file system, etc.) No The operator will create a Persistent Volume Claims for each 

PostgreSQL instance and mount then into the Pods

No no, but NPT clock synchronization software is 

recommended for syncing nodes

XFS recommended, cannot use ZFS or NFS.  Recommends JBOD 

(bunch of disks) and no RAID since it replicates on its own.

Cloud object stores, AWS S3, and such

No

Oracle Exadata is a big part of Oracle's Sharding capability - 

uses cases driven. Though, I do not see any limitations if use 

case are simple.

In order to support failover in a K8S 

environment, the Portworx Enterprise Storage 

Platform service is required. 

High Availability

Does the DBMS offer a distinct HA solution?  Yes, OneDB has several HA solutions Yes Yes, via Mysql Yes.  3+ copies are maintained for all data Yes Yes, through its HA/Failover service on Cloud Yes Yes Yes - High Availability Data Replication (HADR) is 

a derivative of Informix/OneDB HDR

Are HA nodes read only?  Or read write (active-active?) In HDR (High Availability Data Replication) the primary node is 

read-write, the single secondary is read only

In Enterprise Replication (ER), all nodes can be read-write

In Remote Standalone Secondaries (RSS), there is a primary and 

multiple secondaries.  The secondaries support write operations.

In Shared Disk Secondaries (SDS), there is a primary and multiple 

secondaries.  The secondaries support write operations.

Only the primary node is read-write.  Hot Standby nodes are read-

only.  There can also be Replica servers which are kept in sync, but 

are not available for client access.

Read only nodes active-active, but updates/inserts are directed to the 

leader node for that table and then the data replicates 

back to the follower nodes.

Nodes are read/write.  There are read only nodes that re-direct 

the writes

Active primary, passive secondaries

Only the primary node can handle write operations.  All nodes can 

handle read operations.

With Data Guard it is read only HA nodes. With Goldengate you 

can have read/write HA nodes

HA nodes are read only

Is there some mechanism to automatically create nodes in different data centers (cloud regions)? No automatic mechanism.  Yes, at least in Azure using the cloud provider’s availability zones Unknown if this is automated, but it is supported Yes Can deploy in different zones with K8 in AWS, GCP No.

No, the operator does not appear to handle this.

Yes, but not automated. No.

There was a recent (12 March 2021) 

announcement about Geo-Replicated Disaster 

Recovery for DB2 on Cloud.  

https://www.ibm.com/cloud/blog/announceme

nts/db2-on-cloud-launches-geo-replicated-

disaster-recovery. This does not appear to 

include Db2 and Kubernetes, but it is clear this is 

the direction for the K8S offering.

How long (what work is involved) to create a new HA node? On-prem, setting up HDR is trivial, RSS, SDS and ER require more 

manual work.  The process includes generating a copy of the 

primary and shipping it to the new secondary, syncing subsequent 

changes and then starting the replication.

In the OneDB K8S operator, HDR and RSS are established using 

the initial configuration.  The work to establish the secondaries is 

performed by the operator.

There is no automated mechanism to create a new replica. The 

number of nodes specified in the initial configuration are created 

at that time. If data is to be populated in the new replicas, a 

backup from the primary is applied to the new replica

Part of Mysql capabilities, through Vitess Cockroach copies data to the new nodes and rebalances 

the data when a new node is configured.  This is part of 

the dbms operation and does not require DBA action

There is no automated mechanism to create a new replica.  New 

HA nodes are done via a set of commands to bring up new nodes 

and add them into the cluster.  Time takes to redistribute data 

onto the new nodes. Adding a new replica to a replica set is a simple, manual operation.  

Getting the data to the replica happens automatically

It can be automated, but does take time to setup Creating an HA node is very simple, on-prem and 

within the Db2 Kubernetes environment

What kind of fail over strategy exists? The OneDB Connection Manager (CM) is the recommended 

mechanism to perform failover.  CM will ensure that the primary 

is actually unreachable and will execute the failover to the 

designated secondary node.  Restoring/recovering the 

unreachable former primary node is a manual exercise, but can 

be performed via the K8S operator.

Operator establishes liveness and readiness probes to check if the 

database is up and able to accept connections using the superuser 

credentials. The two probes will report a failure if the probe 

command fails 3 times with a 10 second interval between each 

check.

If the failed pod is the primary, the operator will promote the 

active pod with status ready and the lowest replication lag, then 

point the -rw service to it. The failed pod will be removed from 

the -r service and from the -ro service. Other standbys will start 

replicating from the new primary. The former primary will use 

pg_rewind to synchronize itself with the new one if its PVC is 

available; otherwise, a new standby will be created from a backup 

of the current primary.

If the failed pod is a standby, the pod is removed from the -r 

service and from the -ro service. The pod is then restarted using 

its PVC if available; otherwise, a new pod will be created from a 

backup of the current primary. The pod will be added again to the -

r service and to the -ro service when ready.

Manual Failover for HA There are multiple (3+) copies of all data.  The RAFT 

consensus protocol determines which node becomes the 

replica leader if the current leader is unreachable.

3 copies of data, with everything sharded, so if one goes down 

clients manually reconnect and can continue to work.  2 nodes go 

down, then it goes into READ only mode to preserve consistency.

If the primary node goes down, there is a vote of the (up to) 7 

replicas to determine which node should become the new primary.  

There is a configurable delay established to make sure the primary 

node is actually down.  There can be more than 7 replicas in the 

replica set, but these are non voting members.

Primary down, secondary promoted - Data Guard does this. 

Applications rerouted by AC (Application Continuity) component 

Other pieces include FAN (Fast Application Notification)

Failover to the HA secondary is automatic after 

configured time interval is exceeded

In K8S, the Portworx Enterprise Storage Platform 

is encouraged in order to support fail over.  The 

Db2 operator works with the Portworx 

Kubernetes scheduler extender, STORK, to 

identify which node is best suited to host the 

restarted pod.

What happens to client connections during the failover? Connections are lost and must be re-established There is no automatic re-direction to the new server Unknown If they were connected to the unreachable node they 

would have to be restarted

 There is no automatic re-direction to the new server Depends on the proxy services used There is a mongos  node which does perform query routing.  If that 

node goes down, the client query would need to be reissued.

AC will reroute to secondary with minimal impact Client connections are not redirected to the 

secondary and must be reestablished

Is scale out different than HA? Yes, OneDB has both scale out and HA There is no scale out, there is only an HA solution Yes No - they are integrated Scale out and HA are the same, mostly. Autosharding. Yes Yes.  MongoDB supports both scale out and HA as separate 

implementations.  They can work together

Yes N/A since there is no scale out support

Reliability - Data Integrity

Does the DBMS support SQL data model?  Which SQL dialect? Yes. Informix SQL Yes.  PostgreSQL Mysql SQL standard Yes, PostgreSQL is the SQL engine and dialect.  But this 

support is not complete - there is no support for triggers 

or cursors

Yes.  PostgreSQL ANSI SQL based No Yes - PL/SQL SQL - DB2 SQL model

Does the DBMS support a NoSQL data model?  Yes. No RDBMS + NoSQL Document Store No Yes, partially Snowflake stores semi-structured and unstructured data in 

Object stores. This is a pretty new capability (announced 

Nov/2020). Analytics on unstructured data – not very clear. 

Stages used for loading…

Yes.

In separate Oracle JSAN database Db2 has support for JSON document data

What NoSQL data model?  JSON document store N/A Document stores N/A Wide Column Support  JSON Document Store. JSON Db2 has support for JSON document data

Compatibility with a common NoSQL product? MongoDB N/A No N/A Cassandra MongoDB is a very widely supported developer model. N/A N/A

Does the DBMS support transactional integrity? Local transactions or global transactions (or both)? Yes, both local and global transactions Yes. Yes Yes, ACID support across all transactions Yes, ACID support for both local and global transactions Snowflake is not a distributed database. Supports local 

transactions and ACID
Yes.  Starting in MongoDB 4.2, multi-document transactions are 

atomic.  This includes data that is sharded and replicated.  It does 

appear there are situations where (dirty) reads can return 

uncommitted data.

Yes - both Yes. Both local and global transactions are 

supported

Does the DBMS support data storage outside the DBMS?  no No.  Large objects can be split into smaller pieces that comply 

with the TEXT data type, but these are still stored in the database.

No No No Yes – Only stores outside DBMS. Uses cloud object stores No No No.

We did see a demo at IBM Think conference 

where data was hosted outside the DBMS, but 

don't see this functionality has been 

incorporated in DB2 v11.5

Cloud Choice

Does the DBMS have a K8S based offering? Yes Yes Yes Yes, but the operator is currently in beta and not 

considered production ready. 

https://github.com/Cockroach dB/cockroach-operator

Yes N/A Yes Yes. Primarily on OKE (Oracle Kubernetes Engine) Cloud. There 

are 3rd party and BYOL offering on other public clouds

Yes

Where can this be hosted? OneDB v2 operator will support both Kubernetes and OpenShift 

deployments.  These can be on-prem or in any private or public 

cloud that supports these frameworks.

private, public, or hybrid cloud environments. The operator is 

tested on Amazon EKS, Google GKE, Azure AKS (with multiple 

availability zones)

Anywhere The K8S operator currently runs only on GKE private, public, or hybrid cloud environments. Both K8 offerings 

on AWS, Azure, GCP, and more traditional 

The operator is compatible with latest versions of Kubernetes and 

OpenShift.  It can be hosted in any environment that supports either 

platform.

OCI (Oracle Cloud) and Cloud@Customer (onprem/private cloud) Kubernetes and OpenShift supported 

frameworks

Does it appear on a public marketplace? One DB v2 Kubernetes offering will be hosted on SoFy.  The plan 

would be to host this on Google, Amazon and Azure K8S 

marketplaces.

Yes, it is available from the RedHat Catalog Vitess is Open Source Operator No, the operator is an open source project on GitHub No

I don’t see the K8S operator hosted on these marketplaces

In OKE marketplace. Yes.  Red Hat marketplace

What are the components to be deployed – container(s), helm chart(s), operator(s), etc. Kubernetes Operator, Helm charts and OneDB containers The EDB PostgreSQL Operator is just the operator component of 

the solution.  The RedHat catalog shows the operator is available 

as either an Operator bundle or an Operator Container image.  The 

operator appears to work with your specified PostgreSQL database 

containers. Cloud Native PostgreSQL installs the latest available 

version of Community PostgreSQL

This is a Mysql Operator The operator is a separate project from the DBMS. 

Cockroach DB "core" can be freely downloaded in 

containers.  Enterprise (paid) editions can also be 

downloaded.  Containers are downloadable from 

CockroachDB site

YugaByte operator is open source project 

(https://github.com/YugaByte/YugaByte-operator).  The operator 

will pull the other required stuff from the Yugabyte/public repo.
There are community and enterprise versions of the operator.  Both 

are open source projects and are downloaded and installed into the 

K8S environment using kubectl.  It can be configured as to where to 

find the MongoDB database containers.

ATP Database (Oracle Automated Transaction Processing), OCI 

Service Broker APIs and Helm charts, and depending on whether 

HA/Replication/Sharding needed, Data Guard/Goldengate

Operator, Helm charts and containers are all 

available as part of the same offering.

Any K8S dependencies identified (ex. OpenShift)? OneDB v2 would be supported on Kubernetes and OpenShift No – this can be installed on Kubernetes or OpenShift and tested 

on AKS, EKS and GKE.  It should run anywhere. Cloud Native 

PostgreSQL requires Kubernetes 1.16 or higher.

No GKE is required.  Currently the Kubernetes CA is required 

to deploy a secure cluster. Expansion of persistent 

volumes is not yet functional. The Operator does not yet 

support multiple Kubernetes clusters for multi-region 

deployments.

No – this can be installed on Kubernetes or OpenShift and tested 

on AKS, EKS and GKE.  It should run anywhere. Cloud Native 

PostgreSQL requires Kubernetes 1.16 or higher.

No Only on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) No.  OpenShift could be considered the primary 

environment since this is all IBM

Does the SaaS have a SaaS (managed service) offering? Not yet  (this would be Project Darwin).  It is expected that 

OneDB v2 will be available as a SaaS in the 2H'2021

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes, Only SaaS Managed service Yes Yes Yes

Where can this service be hosted? SaaS would be hosted on HCL Solution Factory (SoFy) only Everywhere.  EDB hosts SaaS offerings on AWS, Azure, GCP and 

IBM Cloud

Any Cloud/K8s Hosted in various marketplaces - Google, AWS, Azure, 

RedHat marketplace

Everywhere.  EDB hosts SaaS offerings on AWS, Azure, GCP and 

IBM Cloud

On AWS, Azure and GCP This service is available in all public clouds and can be hosted 

anywhere.

OCI IBM Cloud

Interoperability with external/3
rd

 party cloud/container based admin, monitoring or deployment tools or offerings?Prometheus/Grafana for monitoring

OneDB Explore can be used for admin and monitoring

The operator can orchestrate a continuous backup infrastructure 

that is based on the Barman (Backup and Recovery Manager) tool, 

an open-source administration tool for disaster recovery of 

PostgreSQL servers written in Python. 

Operator provides for access to the PostgreSQL database from 

outside the Kubernetes cluster using NGINX Ingress Controller.

The operator does not mention interoperability with specific 

Kubernetes tools.

The PostgreSQL database itself supports numerous external 

authentication mechanisms, including GSSAPI compatible libraries 

like Kerberos or Active Directory, Windows SSPI authentication, 

LDAP, RADIUS, PAM authentication plus certificate authentication. 

This would support a very extensive set of authentication 

offerings.

All of the standard cloud tools (Prometheus, Keycloak, OpenLDAP, 

etc.) already support PostgreSQL.

MySQL has rich support for all open source & 3rd party tools CockroachDB supports the Generic Security Services API 

(GSSAPI) with Kerberos authentication.

CockroachDB supports Prometheus, Grafana and 

AlertManager 3rd party tools

Dev focused: Kafka, Spark, JanusGraph, KairosDB, Metabase, 

Presto, Spring, Hasura (graph ql), Prisma, Prometheus 

Limited. Grafana yes. Some of the other admin and 

monitoring tools lacking. Integration with analytics tools, 

pretty strong. 

MongoDB works with all of the well known open source/3rd 

party/external admin and monitoring tools.

Oracle has its own monitoring and administration tools, 

including automation for database management (M/L AI based)

DB2 us well supported by 3rd party admin and 

monitoring tools.  Most of these are on-prem 

but as they move to the cloud, DB2 support will 

continue to improve

Performance

Any performance benchmarks given? No.  No recent performance benchmarks have been published No Basic Mysql Performance yes yes

MongoDB does not fit into the standard TPC-C type benchmarking 

methodology, but there are some published studies.  I don’t find any 

published by MongoDB directly, but MongoDB publishes 

recommendations on how to perform benchmarks è 

https://www.mongodb.com/blog/post/performance-best-practices-

benchmarking

Postgres supporter EDB published a comparison between 

PostgreSQL and MongoDB.  (Naturally, Postgres comes out on top) 

PostgreSQL 11 was found to be faster than MongoDB 4.0 in almost 

every benchmark. Throughput was higher, ranging from dozens of 

percent points up to one and even two orders of magnitude on 

some benchmarks. Latency, when measured by the benchmark, was 

also lower on PostgreSQL.  https://info.enterprisedb.com/rs/069-

ALB-339/images/PostgreSQL_MongoDB_Benchmark-

WhitepaperFinal.pdf

Oracle ATP DB has pubhished (through partners and some 

direct) performance comparisons and benchmark. Including for 

Cloud, but not cloud native.

DB2 documents the process for benchmarking 

==> 

https://www.ibm.com/support/producthub/db2

/docs/content/SSEPGG_11.5.0/com.ibm.db2.luw

.admin.perf.doc/doc/c0005059.html

Interestingly the license for DB2 (and Oracle as 

well) do not permit the publishing of benchmark 

results 

(https://www.jpab.org/Oracle/Database/11g/IB

M/DB2/10.html)

Any claims about performance when data resides in different nodes/shards? No No 25 Million queries/sec boasted with scale out features Yes.  Cockroach DB does publish industry-standard 

benchmarks like TPC-C and Sysbench. 

https://www.cockroachlabs.com/docs/stable/performan

ce.html

Building a Strongly Consistent Cassandra with Better 

Performance - The Distributed SQL Blog (yugabyte.com)

Performance Benchmarks Archives - The Distributed SQL Blog 

(yugabyte.com)

Claims to beat Cassandra/Cockroachdb/Amazon aurora in 

benchmarks

MongoDB does realize that sharding will impact performance and 

have recommendations on how to define the shard strategy to 

optimize performance.

No No

Does the DBMS “know” where the data actually resides? Yes N/A Yes, Function of Vitess Operator Yes Yes Yes N/A since sharding is not supported

How do they handle data that spans shards? (node elimination, shard joins, etc.) OneDB v2 performs node elimination to remove shards from the 

query that will not return any results.  OneDB v2 can also perform 

some shard joins, SQL joins that contain data from different 

shards.  It is recommended for performance that relational tables 

that are often used in these joins to be replicated to each shard 

so that the joins can be performed locally. 

N/A Vitess Capability to know where the data is stored, but Vitess 

currently does not guarantee atomicity for transactions that go 

across shards

CockroachDB knows which node to use to access the 

required data

Yes

The mongos (sharding daemon) nodes know where the data 

resides.  It determines which nodes to direct queries.

Oracle supports node isolation. And joins across shards. Do not 

see elimination/removal.

N/A since sharding is not supported

Does the DBMS have any kind of workload driven performance tuning?  Read vs. write performance configuration?Not directly.  There is tuning that can be performed to optimize 

read over write performance, but it is not presented in this 

manner.  Experienced DBAs perform this kind of optimization 

regularly.

No no no, but write performance has been a source of some 

customer complaints

Not sure but doubtful

Not directly.  Writes must be directed to specific primary nodes 

while reads can be sent to other nodes.  

DB2 does not have a single knob to adjust 

performance of read vs. write performance.  It 

does have a Design Advisor that is use to analyze 

workloads to recommend settings based on the 

workload.  

Does the DBMS offer a high-speed loader?  Yes PostgreSQL (command line) copy  command is used for bulk data 

loads.  There are 3
rd

 party tools (EDB makes one) also available to 

perform this action.    

Unknown for container/operator. MySQL has bulk data loader. No 

high speed loader mentioned

Yes.  The IMPORT utility is designed to get large amounts 

of data into CockroachDB.

Yes, Re-uses the Cassandra import/exporter Yes Fast bulk data loader in Oracle is Oracle Data Pump, which 

loads data from Oracle databases to Oracle Autonomous 

Database

Yes

Does the DBMS offer a high-speed exporter? no Not directly, but there is full support within all 3
rd

 party tools 

(Kafka, for example) for PostgreSQL.

Unknown, not clear Yes. EXPORT utility parallelizes CSV creation across all 

nodes in the cluster, making it possible to quickly get 

large sets of data out of CockroachDB in a format that 

can be ingested by downstream systems.  Cockroach also 

supports CDC for streaming data out of the database.

Yes, Re-uses the Casandra import/exporter Yes Oracle Data Pump Export Yes

Security

Access control options – users & passwords, roles? Standard SQL database users/passwords and roles All within the PostgreSQL database -  OS users & passwords, 

database level users, many external authentication mechanisms 

are also supported.  Standard SQL type roles are supported.

MySQL supports login/password (stored in system database), PAM 

and role based access control

Standard user and password authentication is performed 

within the dbms.  GSSAPI compliant 3rd party tools can 

also be used.

Standard SQL users and passwords. CREATE USER statement, 

passwords, privileges

Yes

MongoDB supports standard database users/passwords and roles

Yes. Supports all of this standard SQL users/passwords and role 

separation plus row and column access control 

(RCAC) and label based access control (LBAC)

Auditing options Yes.  Robust auditing support including the new support to export 

audit logs to an external machine

limited support within PostgreSQL itself.  Two open source audit 

tools (audit-trigger 91plus and pgaudit  extension) are very 

popular.  

Yes, policy based auditing solutions supported Audit logging is supported Postgres options, internal auditing.  Session and object auditing Yes MongoDB Enterprise includes an auditing capability for mongod  and 

mongos  instances. The auditing facility allows administrators and 

users to track system activity for deployments with multiple users 

and applications.  It does not appear to support auditing for the 

“normal” nodes, but since all access goes through these two 

daemons, this might be OK.

Yes Full auditing support

Encryption options – what can be encrypted? Encryption at Rest (disk encryption)

Column Level Encryption

Encrypted backups

client-server communication can be encrypted

server-server communication is encrypted

Complete set of options, including passwords, specific columns, 

data partitions, passwords across a network, data across a 

network, SSL host authentication and client side encryption where 

data is encrypted on the client before being sent to the server and 

results are decrypted in the client before being returned to the 

app.

Yes. Block based encryption. Backups encrypted for single-file 

backups

Encryption in flight using TLS 1.2, Encryption at rest using 

AES is available in the Enterprise (paid) edition.

Network encryption (TLS 1.2) and disk encryption (AES)

Column Encryption

Yes Wired Tiger storage engine (MongoDB 3.2) added support for 

encrypted storage.

It supports KMIP protocol and a key rotation mechanism.  

Client-server connections can be encrypted

The official MongoDB 4.2-compatible drivers provide a client-side 

field level encryption framework. Applications can encrypt fields in 

documents prior to transmitting data over the wire to the server. 

Communication between MongoDB nodes (replicas or shards) is 

encrypted.

end-to-end encryption, in motion and at rest. Oracle manages 

the encryption keys, customer cannot manage it. Backup 

encryption is also supported.

Disk encryption supported by the database, or via 

IBM Guardium, or via the AIX operating system

Data in transit (client-server and server-server) 

are both supported using IBM GSKit

Interoperability with external/3
rd

 party security tools or offerings OpenLDAP

Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) support other external 

mechanisms, including LDAP, Active Directory, Kerberos and 

others

The PostgreSQL database itself supports numerous external 

authentication mechanisms, including GSSAPI compatible libraries 

like Kerberos or Active Directory, Windows SSPI authentication, 

LDAP, RADIUS, PAM authentication plus certificate authentication. 

Yes for auditing tools GSAPPI ( Generic Security Service Application Program 

Interface) support.  Kerberos is the dominant mechanism 

in this space.

Password (MD5 or SCRAM_SHA_256)

LDAP

Host based

trust based on host IP address

Support some of the services from cloud vendors

As of MongoDB 3.0, Salted Challenge Response Authentication 

Mechanism (SCRAM) is the default authentication mechanism for 

MongoDB.

Kerberos & LDAP are also supported

Oracle has its own and supports various others IBM Guardium is a key IBM security product that 

is well integrated with DB2

Generic Security Service Application Program 

Interface (GSSAPI) is supported, permitting 

Kerberos authentication

Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) are 

also supported, which would support 

interactions with LDAP, Active Directory, etc.

OATH 2.0 protocol support? No Yes - There is OATH 2.0 protocol support for PostgreSQL. Yes, OAUTH 2.0 protocol is support for MySQL. The operator has 

no explicit support, but OAUTH could be supported via the DBMS

The Enterprise product does now support OAUTH 2.0 

(Nov 2020)

no Yes Yes Yes Yes.  DB2 on cloud seems to support OAUTH 2.0 

based authorization

Serviceability

Installation overview – process overview On prem product is installed via simple command line (and GUI) 

program

Kubernetes operator is installed via the kubectl command line 

tool

The operator can be installed like any other resource in 

Kubernetes, through a YAML manifest applied via kubectl . On 

OpenShift the operator can be installed via the kubeadmin  web 

interface or the oc  command line program

Basic Mysql Installing via Operator in K8s The Cockroach DB server is installed via a simple 

command line operation.  The K8S operator is installed 

using the kubectl command line tool.

The operator can be installed like any other resource in 

Kubernetes, through a YAML manifest applied via kubectl .

On-prem install is via a simple command line process

The K8S operator is installed via the kubectl command line utility

On-prem installation is simple command line 

process. The DB2 K8S operator would be 

installed via the kubectl command line program

Licensing model – BYOL? Licensing through the HCL licensing mechanism - FlexNet.  Hosted 

Cloud offerings are directly sold through the Amazon and Azure 

marketplaces.

By default, Cloud Native PostgreSQL installs the latest available 

version of the (free) Community PostgreSQL operator. The 

operator will automatically generate an implicit trial license for 

the cluster that lasts for 30 days.

All Open Source Cockroach core is free to use for development.  Enterprise 

edition is required for commercial use.  

Yugabyte basic is free to use for development.  Enterprise edition 

is required for commercial use.  
There are two operators available.  Both are open source project.  

The enterprise operator is intended to work with Mongo enterprise 

servers, while the community operator works with the community 

servers.  While the operator is not licensed, the servers are BYOL.

DB2 only appears on IBM clouds only, and so the 

license costs for DB2 are bundled with the 

infrastructure.  It is always possible with the 

IBM license to run the product on the cloud or in 

a container in a DIY mode.

Is tech support included? Yes Not with the community version, but support is included with the 

enterprise license.

Pay for support or Community Support Yes, with Enterprise edition Not with the free version, but with their managed 

service/deployments
Yes, with the enterprise edition

Yes

How would you rate the product documentation? Poor.  OneDB leverages legacy HCL Informix documentation for 

core functionality.  HCL Informix docs are washed copies of legacy 

IBM Informix docs.

PostgreSQL product docs are very complete, although clearly the 

“old style” documentation with mostly text as the content. It is 

better than current IBM Informix and HCL OneDB documentation.  

The EDB operator stuff is also very complete.

MySQL docs are very complete.  Same with the Vitess operator. Good.  It is full of links to referenced topics Good.  Suffers a bit like ours in the postgres compatibility is 

"refer to postgres" or for Cassandra, to Cassandra docs. But well 

laid out. Easy to read, Solid examples and well explained 

features MongoDB docs are excellent

Average.  IBM docs appear dated when 

compared with newer products like MongoDB

Backup & restore options  

How is a restore performed? The K8S operator has support for restoring from a previously 

taken archive.  The K8S admin would select which backup to 

restore from using the configuration mechanism in the K8S 

operator.

From the operator, backup and restore is performed using 3
rd 

party Barman  utility.  You can archive the backup files in any 

service whose API is compatible with AWS S3. Restore requires 

manual intervention to start the process.  The operator will then 

orchestrate the recovery process using the barman-cloud-restore 

tool.

Backup and Restore is supported by Vitess.  Backups can be 

performed using either the legacy MySQL backup functionality 

(Shutdown an instance and copy all the database files (default)) or 

XtraBackup: An online backup using Percona’s XtraBackup utility.  

Restores are performed via the operator but is a manually 

activated action.

Backup and restore are command line driven DBMS 

operations.  I don't see any support within the operator 

for either operation.

Ysqlsh to load a pg_dump script (text based dump of database)

The K8S operator works with MongoDB Ops Manager which 

provides scheduled snapshots and point-in-time recovery of 

MongoDB replica sets and sharded clusters. Restore is a manual 

operation using the Ops Manager.

Using Recovery Manager (RMAN) On-prem, Db2 restore is a manual process.  IBM 

has partnered with Portworx to support failover 

in Kubernetes.  Portworx also supports backup 

and restore via Kubernetes.  This would be a 

different backup mechanism than the on-prem 

Db2 proprietary mechanism but would support 

backup and restore of DB2 via Kubernetes.

Can backups be performed on secondary nodes? Yes Yes Yes Yes.  It is possible to create locality aware backups where 

data from different nodes goes to different archives.

Yes
Only sharded clusters or replica sets can be backed up. To back up a 

standalone mongod process, it must be converted to a single-

member replica set.  The backup operation is performed on the 

primary node.

Don't see evidence of this. Everything is pointing to RMAN 

backups on Primary

Not directly.  The backup manager (plus Tivoli 

storage manager) connects/disconnects to the 

various servers as needed.  The backup manager 

may end of connecting to a secondary server but 

this is not directly configurable.

If data is sharded, does each shard have to be individually backed up? N/A for the K8S offering.  For on-prem users, the backup 

operation spans the shards to collect the data.  Each shard does 

not have to be backed up individually.

Data is not sharded.  Within a Postgres cluster, all of the nodes 

can be backed up from the same machine.

Yes, All handled via the Vitess Operator no No, all data is collected and dumped per 'database'

No, all the shards are backup up in one operation.

Yes, with MAA N/A since sharding is not supported.

Monitoring options

3
rd

 party tools supported Prometheus/Grafana The operator does not specifically support any particular K8S tools.  

All open source and 3
rd

 party tools support PostgreSQL out of the 

box, however.  It is not known if these 3rd party tools work with 

the containerized Postgres instances however.  It would not be 

desirable to have to install a 3rd party monitoring tool inside the 

Postgres container.

Vitess provides integrations with a variety of popular monitoring 

tools: Prometheus, InfluxDB and Datadog.

All open source and 3rd party tools work with MySQL, but this may 

not be as elegant (cloud native) as the options supported by K8S

Prometheus and Grafana Prometheus Supports Cloud services on AWS/Azure/GCP

MongoDB is supported by major 3
rd

 party and open source 

monitoring tools

Yes, with MAA DB2 has good support for IBM and other 

monitoring tools.  While not as well supported 

as PostgreSQL, MySQL or Oracle, support is very 

good.

Migration support – any tools to move from existing DBMS to the new DBMS No.  OneDB lab services team can perform migrations There are many tools to perform migrations to Postgres.  There 

must be a hundred options mentioned in this wiki page:

https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/Converting_from_other_Database

s_to_PostgreSQL

There are many commercial and open source options that can be 

used to move to MySQL.  

Commercial tools Flyway and Liquibase provide support 

for schema migration (probably because it uses 

PostgreSQL). 

Any UNL file that matches the Cassandra format

Bulk import for YCQL | YugabyteDB Docs

Not very clear/obvious. Especially since DW
MongoDB provides their own tools to move from MongoDB on-prem 

to MongoDB cloud instances. Converting from a relational model to 

a document model like MongoDB would require full application 

rework. 

A few tools Yes.  IBM has a migration business and lots of 

help to move customers to DB2.

Issues or frustrations reported by users, developers, admins (Stack Overflow may be a source for this) No developer edition!

missing programming language drivers 

License manager!

Replication options are weak in the base product.  EDB adds 

additional replication/HA options.  There are other options for 

PostgreSQL that appear to provide better HA and scale out 

support.  Look at CrunchyData, an open source Postgres operator 

and Citus, a SaaS and on prem variant that supports sharding.

Rich Support of Mysql

PlanetScale support of Vitess

Single node performance is slower than open-source 

databases like MariaDB and PostgreSQL

Upgrade process is sloppy

DBMS is not as stable as it should be

Installation on prem on Red Hat systems are trouble

229 open github bug issues (627 closed)

Stack Overflow Research: MongoDB is the Database Most Wanted 

by Developers

MongoDB has been actively attacking problem areas: multi-object 

transactions and ACID guarantees.  

Because it does not support SQL, the traditional BI tools did not 

work with MongoDB.  Many of these now do support MongoDB

Large footprint

it takes a long time to get the server started 

initially.

Secondaries are not writable (from Commerce 

team)

API Compatibility

SQL API supported (which SQL dialect is supported?  PostgreSQL, MySQL, etc.)? Informix SQL PostgreSQL MySQL PostgreSQL PostgreSQL, Casandra CQL, Redis ANSI SQL No SQL API is supported PL/SQL. Oracle itself does not support many other SQL APIs DB2 SQL

Does the DBMS offer a streaming mechanism?  Are particular targets supported (Kafka, etc.)? Yes.  Three built-in streaming options including Change Data 

Capture (CDC), smart triggers and post commit triggers are 

included with OneDB.  

Not part of the base Postgres product, but streaming connectors 

are readily available for Kafka (primary Kafka vendor, Confluent, 

creates these).  

MySQL CDC (Change Data Capture) is supported Kafka, CDC
Yes.  Mongo has its own Change Streams mechanism.  It is also 

supported by the popular 3rd party streaming offering, Kafka.

Yes, Kafka Yes, Kafka is supported.  Change Data Capture 

(CDC) is also widely used

Other data models supported? (Graph, Key Value Store, document store JSON document store, spatial, time series native support/storage 

is included

The base product supports XML and JSON data.  PostGIS is an 

extremely rich open source library that adds support for 

geographic objects (2D and 3D, flat earth and round earth).  

Document Store, and Any Mysql models No JSON data N/A
JSON Document store.  MongoDB also has rich Graph model and 

spatial support. 

Has separate JSON Database. Besides the OLTP database (ATP 

Database). Not in the same datastore

XML, some JSON document store support

Connectivity story – Programming language drivers supported? Not great.  Native drivers for C, C#, Java, Python, Node.js.  Most 

drivers for MongoDB can also be used with OneDB.  Additionally, 

drivers for DB2 over DRDA can be used.

PostgreSQL drivers exist for all programming languages. Rich driver Support of Mysql PostGreSQL compatibility means the driver story is good.  

Drivers for C, C++, C#, Clojure, Go, Java, Node.js, PHP, 

Python, Ruby and Rust are documented

PostgreSQL drivers exist for all programming languages. Many, including Python, Spark… Support JDBC, ODBC (Tableau 

is big)

Excellent.  All significant programming language drivers are 

available for MongoDB.  Some are developed and supported by 

MongoDB while others are community developed and supported.

Excellent support from language drivers Programming Language driver support for Db2 is 

very good.  Perhaps not as widespread as 

Mongo, for example.

Operator for PostgreSQL written by EDB (Enterprise DB), the 

leading commercial PostgreSQL vendor.  This operator is rather 

basic and mostly just exposed Postgres functionality without 

providing much new/different from the on-prem product, other 

than the Backup & Restore support via the Barman project.  

Postgres is weak in the area of HA and neither the base product or 

this operator adds any real scalability.  The OneDB v2.0 offering 

should be superior in functionality to this operator.

Vitess History

•Originally Written for Borg (early k8s)

•Has serviced Youtube for the last 5 years

•Donated to CNCF (Feb 2018)

•PlanetScale company started by co-creators

•100+ developers

•Largest Deployment 10k instances of Mysql (JD.com)

•Peak 25million queries/sec

Cockroach DB 

•Commercial distributed SQL database management 

system, developed by Cockroach Labs

•Based on Google Spanner architecture.

https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.go

ogle.com/en//archive/spanner-osdi2012.pdf

•Raft consensus protocol for replica leader election

https://www.cockroachlabs.com/blog/consensus-made-

thrive/

YugaByte DB is a NewSQL DBMS, first released in 2016.  Like 

Cockroach DB, YugaByte DB is based on the Google Spanner 

project for its HA and scalability support.  YugaByte uses 

PostgreSQL's SQL engine but also supports some level of 

compatibility with (NoSQL Wide Column Store DBMS) Cassandra.  

The K8S operator is an open source project 

https://github.com/YugaByte/YugaByte-operator/
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Cloud Native Capabilities OneDB v2 Oracle DB

DB2 on 

Cloud

MySQL w/ 

Vitess MongoDB

PostgreSQL w/ 

EDB Operator CockroachDB Snowflake YugaByte DB

Kubernetes Orchestration

Complex Cloud Native Scale Out

Region-Aware Replication

Pre-built Specialized Conf Defaults

HA the Kubernetes Way

Use K8S to leverage best HA solution for Application

Support RTO/RPO configurations

Reliability - Data Integrity

Global ACID Compliant Transactions

Local ACID Transactions

Cloud Choice

Cloud Provider Agnostic Availability

Interoperability with common cloud services

Availability on Public Cloud Marketplace

Available Where Customer is (On-prem, 

Private/Public/Hybrid Cloud, OpenShift)

Performance

Documented Performance

High-Speed Data Loader

Security

Access Control Options

Auditing Options

Encryption

Support 3rd party Authentication & auditing services

Serviceability

Support for data storage outside DBMS

Automated Backup and Restore  

Monitoring tools support

Migration Support

API Compatibility

Support Multiple API standards

Support for multiple data models

Programming language drivers supported
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• Kubernetes High Availability and Scalability support

• Specialized containers to help deliver customized cloud native solutions

• Updated Helm Charts for single click easy deployment
• via HCL SoFy to use for production deployment of OneDB
• via any Kubernetes environment (GKS, AKS, EKS, OpenShift)

• Automated database backup to separate network storage orchestrated by 
new OneDB Kubernetes operator

• Architected for nimble CI/CD continuous delivery and integration 

• Transaction Survivability: Applications using MongoDB APIs can survive 
disruption in server availability in case of any node failure

OneDB is Cloud Native Production Ready
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Client Applications

API Driven Applications

Legacy Aurora Storefronts

SPA / Angular / React Storefront

Transaction
Server

Search Business 
Service

Aurora
Storefront

xC Server

Utilities Business 
Service

Admin Tooling
Server

Next Gen
Storefront

Identity Business 
Service

Cart Business
Service

Pricing  Business
Service

Future ContainersCurrent Containers

K
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Data Loading
Service

Business Services• Run HCL Commerce 9.1.7 
in a true cloud native 
environment with OneDB

• Commerce 9.1.7 
recommends OneDB 2.0 for 
all new cloud native 
customers!

• HCL Commerce + HCL 
OneDB delivers the best 
performance for 
ecommerce solutions

• Sub-second pageload
performance with OneDB

• Easy migration services
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HCL OneDB is the Recommended Database for Unica platform metadata 
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Paired for Success by Design: Unica and OneDB are performance tested and tuned 
together.   Take advantage of our migration services and automation scripts.

Easy Configuration: Single Docker container to manage all metadata 
(system tables) and can manage Campaign (user/customer data). 

Speedy Deployment: Via SoFy and Unica on HCL Now offering,  can be deployed in 
minutes! 

Low TCO, Scale to meet your Demands: OneDB is embedded for system tables, and 
expandable to handle your demands. Multi-model capabilities make OneDB an 
excellent platform choice to power additional cloud-native applications within your 
enterprise martech ecosystem.
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Unica On HCL Now Reference Architecture
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Recipients

3rd party 
Integrations

Unica Deliver 
Execution Cloud

Use of 3rd party names is illustrative and denotes the context in which Unica
operates. Logos and trademarks are copyrights of respective owners.
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Simplify with OneDB’s extensibility to power addtn’l enterprise apps

22

Use 
Case 1

Use 
Case 2

Use 
Case 3

Use 
Case 4

Use 
Case 5

Use 
Case 6

Use 
Case 7

DX CommerceSametime Unica

OneDB
Multi-model Flexibility

Structured 
Financial Data

Structured 
Historical Data

Structured 
Inventory Data

Unstructured 
Comm Data

Unstructured 
Sensor Data

Unstructured 
Mobile Data

Unstructured 
Media Data

Structured 
CRM Data

Unstructured 
Social Data

Companies no longer 
need to buy, configure, 
and maintain multiple 
databases for multiple 

data store models.

A multi-model database is designed to 
support multiple data models against a 
single, integrated backend. It combines 

different data types of database models into 
one integrated database engine / backend.

Spatial

Key 
Value

Time-
Series

Document

Graph

Column
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HCL OneDB on SOFY
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Available on SoFy, the OneDB 
solution includes 4 Modules

• Document Data Store, RESTful Data 
Store, SQL Datastore, and Explore

• Demo Pack Partners can 
learn to and deploy in 
minutes

URL: HCL SoFy – Home:
The easy way to get started with running HCL Software 
products in Kubernetes. SoFy uses Helm technology to 
combine HCL Products and APIs as cloud-ready building 
blocks into portable, deployable packages.

https://hclsofy.com/home
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2.0 Release 

FEATURE REVIEW

24
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2.0: Orchestrated Cloud Native High-Availability & Scalability

• With OneDB v2.0, your solutions will meet your high-
availability and scalability demands, the Kubernetes cloud 
native way.

• HDR (High-Availability Data Replication) node

• RSS (Remote Standalone Secondary server) node(s)

• Specialized containers to help deliver customized cloud native 

solutions

• Auto-scaling to optimize and adjust to your seasonal business 

requirements helps recognize cost savings

• Business continuity is guaranteed with high availability 

uptime and resiliency

• All your data where you need –when you need it, fast and 

accurate!

25
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OneDB Connect 
node1

Failover & Load Balancing

OneDB Connect 
node2

Kubernetes Load Balancer

Mongo Wire Listener REST 

OneDB 
Operator

OneDB Server 
node1

OneDB Server 
node2Primary Secondary

OneDB Explore

OneDB APIs

OneDB Kubernetes Cluster

OneDB Server 
Node3, 4, 5… RSS

HDRHDR

Backup Service

OneDB 2.0:  Scale Out
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2.0:  Cloud Native Orchestrated Backup in Kubernetes 

• Kubernetes Operator-enabled Backup & Restore solution using K8s managed persistent storage or 
cloud provider managed storage

• Database backups to persistent volume using an NFS operator or cloud provider’s native storage, with 
the last three backups retained

• Ability to restore the database from backup via configuration

• Backup to Amazon, Google Cloud, or Azure object storage

• Ability to recover your cloud native 
solution with data integrity, 
reliability in event of disaster   

27
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2.0:  Easy Deployment & Orchestration via Helm Charts

• Updated Helm Charts for single click easy deployment

• via HCL SoFy to use for production deployment of OneDB

• via any Kubernetes environment (GKS, AKS, EKS, OpenShift)

28
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2.0:  Enhanced Enterprise Replication performance

29

• Significant enhancements to OneDB Enterprise Replication capabilities

1. Improved end to end ER replication performance of ~6 -12 X

2. Improved transaction apply parallelism

3. Eliminated blocking conditions in critical code paths

4. Minimized latch overhead and thread dependency

5. Utilized multiple network pipes to improve network throughput

• Use cases where applications can benefit:

1. Rolling upgrade scenario to migrate database server from one version to another

2. Migrating on premises servers to the Cloud

3. Schema upgrades, large table reorgs and database codeset migration using loopback replication to the same 
server

4. Geo replication to keep data closer to the customer

5. Scenarios where high replication throughput and low replication latency are important
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2.0:  Backups from Secondary Servers

30

• OneDB v2 users can now take backups from secondary 
servers, as well as the primary server

• Use cases where applications can benefit:

• Primary server is heavily loaded, and so taking backups from 
a secondary eases the load on the primary

• Many secondary servers are read-only. Backups can be 
created from these nodes
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2.0:  REST APIs
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• OneDB REST API – V2

• Better platform to build REST based applications

• Greater flexibility, more secure (SCRAM authentication model)

• REST for TimeSeries data

• New REST API for TimeSeries data to help address developer 
difficulties learning to work with time-based data

• Decreases learning curve for developers adopting OneDB and will 
lend itself to building new application design patterns (IoT, financial, 
utilities, healthcare/medical, etc.)
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2.0: Transaction Survivability for Applications using MongoDB APIs

32

• OneDB can automatically restart failed 
transactions established by applications 
using MongoDB connectivity.

• Applications can now survive disruption 
in server availability in case of a node 
failure.

• Apps may not even know that the 
connection was restarted once OneDB 
server is available.

• Designed to support a rolling upgrade of 
the OneDB pods in a Kubernetes cluster.
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2.0: OneDB Explore
Administration Automation and Optimization

• OneDB Explore is a web console for 
visualizing, monitoring, and managing 
your OneDB server instances, and more...

• Enhanced Schema Manager 
supports more SQL schema 
operations

• Customization of Explore server 
and agent logging behaviour

• Explore agent connection 
properties can be configured 
separately

• Swagger documentation for Explore 
APIs

33
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2.0: OneDB 2.0 Cloud offering on AWS Marketplace

34

• Click to edit Master text styles

− Second level

▫ Third level

Hosted on Amazon, managed by YOU.

Cloud-delivered, ready to run, fast, resilient and scalable database 
management system 

• OneDB on AWS Marketplace offers the complete features of OneDB 
on-premise deployments without the complexity and risk of 
managing your own infrastructure. 

• AWS provides the infrastructure to run OneDB in a flexible, scalable, 
and cost-effective manner in the cloud.

• Purchase directly on AWS marketplace or BYOL option.

https://www.hcltech.com/it-infrastructure-management-services
https://www.hcltech.com/cloud
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OneDB Components
Release Components
HCL OneDB Enterprise Server - 2.0.0.0
HCL OneDB Standard Server - 2.0.0.0
HCL OneDB Embedded - 2.0.0.0
HCL OneDB Client SDK - 2.0.0.0
HCL OneDB JDBC - 8.1.0.0
HCL OneDB Explore - 2.0.0.0
HCL OneDB Connect - 2.0.0.0 (Connection Manager)
HCL OneDB APIs - 2.0.0.0 (Connectivity Drivers: REST and Mongo Wire Listener)
HCL OneDB Operator - 2.0.0.0 (Server Component / Feature)

FNO Components (On-Prem)
HCL OneDB Enterprise Server
HCL OneDB Standard Server
HCL OneDB Explore (Java Based)
HCL OneDB APIs
HCL OneDB Client SDK
HCL OneDB JDBC

Download Containers (Harbor) (HCL Now)
HCL OneDB Embedded
HCL OneDB Explore
HCL OneDB APIs (2 Separate Containers) 

Mongo Wire Listener (onedb-mongo)
REST (onedb-rest)

HCL OneDB Connect
HCL OneDB Operator

SoFy Components (Services)
HCL OneDB SQL Data Store 

HCL OneDB Standard Server, Operator, Connect
HCL OneDB REST Data Store 

HCL OneDB Data Store + REST
HCL OneDB Document Data Store 

HCL OneDB Data Store + Mongo Wire Listener
HCL OneDB Explore Service 

HCL OneDB Explore
HCL OneDB Product 

All of the Above

• Docker Containers 

• OneDB server

• Explore

• REST Listener, JSON [MongoDB] Listener

• Connection Manager: part of separate component OneDB Connect 

• Helm Charts

• Kubernetes operator to coordinate high availability and 
backup & restore

User personas now include Kubernetes admins, 
in addition to DBAs

Hosted on SoFy and containers are also supported in all public K8S 
marketplaces (Google, Amazon, Azure and OpenShift)
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Product Direction

BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
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HCL OneDB Strategic Imperatives 

Accelerate Adoption

Support for HCL products, targeted external 
APIs, database models and developer 

productivity needed for enterprise adoption

Zero OneDB-specific

skills needed

Automated database management

Cloud Native Advantage

• Fully automated orchestration and 
scaling through Kubernetes

• Competitive advantage: Location 
agnostic – Any/Multi-Cloud, On-prem, 
Embedded

• High-availability and scalability the 
Kubernetes way

• Easy to Deploy (SoFy)

• Aligned with HCL Software products 
and  Partner Solutions

• HCL Product support roadmap

• MongoDB API compatibility

• Multi-model (SQL/OLTP, OLAP, 
JSON/BSON, Time Series, Spatial) and 
Hybrid Transactions  

• Developer productivity

• Zero administration backup (scheduled)

• Administration 
automation/optimization

• Developer aids
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Technology for the new normal, today.

HCL Confidential

Product Direction

Provide the cloud portability,  
scalability, resiliency and performance 

enterprise customers demand at the 
heart of their cloud native applications.

Recommended database for HCL 
Software portfolio,  including Unica, 
Commerce, Workload Automation, 

LINK, SoFy, Sametime, Compass, and 
more!

Preferred DBMS solution for 
developers, Kubernetes administrators, 
and DBAs looking for the best database 

to power their cloud native apps.

CURRENT FOCUS

• OneDB V2.0 Demo Pack on SoFy

• OpenShift Certification

• SoFy App support

• Remove Root User dependency

• OpenLDAP

• Support for NFS

• Token based authentication

• Rolling Upgrade

• Interoperability with cloud 
services

• Operator orchestrated 
Enterprise Replication

• Expand cloud compatibility and 
cloud presence

Cloud Native Core

• Unica on HCL Now customer 
engagements

• Performance enhancements

• Document performance 
benchmarks  

• Unica w/ OneDB 2.0 support re-
validation

• Refine configuration defaults 

Unica Commerce

• Commerce Migration Experience 

• CFIUS Compliance 

• Performance enhancements

• SQL enhancements – CLOBS 
handling and Mode ansi

• Commerce validation on 
Kubernetes

• Commerce on HCL Now with 
OneDB

• Enterprise Replication 
enhancements

• Regional Cluster for disaster 
recovery

• Active-active

• Region-aware replication
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Resources & Contacts
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SITE RESOURCE URL

Partner Portal Signup HERE

Product Catalogue Search HERE

Customer Service Portal HERE

FlexNet License and Delivery Portal HERE

Deal Registration HERE

Partner Pack Signup HERE

OneDB Documentation HERE

AREA SPOC EMAIL

Sales Support Doug Acker douglas.acker@hcl.com

Marketing Support Amanda arlene.kim@hcl.com

Technical Enablement Doug Acker douglas.acker@hcl.com

Product Development Pradeep Muthalpuredathe mpradeep@hcl.com

Trial Licenses Doug Acker douglas.acker@hcl.com

OneDB Product Demo Doug Acker douglas.acker@hcl.com

Product Management Emily Taylor emily.taylor@hcl.com

Regional Sales Support
OneDB Global
NORAM
EMEA
DACH
LATAM
JAPAC

--------------------
Doug Acker
Doug Acker
Chris Worgan
Beatrix Saul-Tiquet
Katia Pinzon Aranguren
Simon Pollard

--------------------
douglas.acker@hcl.com
douglas.acker@hcl.com
chris.worgan@hcl.com
beatrix.saultiquet@hcl.com
katia.pinzo@hcl.com
simon.pollard@hcl.com

https://www.hcltechsw.com/wps/portal/resources/partner-connect/home/!ut/p/z1/lZDBDoIwEER_hR8wXRAVjlgVUBAKIWIvptGATZASUj349eIRRZC9bfJmZncQRSmiJXvwnEkuSlY0-5HOT0G4w6BiCEE1AQjRTbwnxjRwAB3aQOAZGyDWcmFGcahq9gzRUXrDilaN3rXN2Lc10P_Uw4-xYGT-N0D77be9AWvt3aBW-9jPEa2YvE54mQmUOthTwlpc7mepYCZZIfLmFDpk9gF0tN0GOuoceqi6JUmSPr0sdvkLAYWxYQ!!/?1dmy&urile=wcm%3apath%3a/wps/wcm/connect/hcl+software+content/resources/partner-connect/join
https://www.hclleap.com/apps/secure/org/app/95a04242-5ceb-460b-87ef-3d7d55dd44fd/launch/index.html?form=F_Form1
https://hclpnpsupport.hcltech.com/csm?id=csm_index
https://support.hcltechsw.com/csm?id=kb_article&sysparm_article=KB0073344&sys_kb_id=c75b269c1b79dc54f37655352a4bcb47
https://registration.hclpartnerconnect.com/dealregistration
https://www.hcltechsw.com/resources/partner-connect/resources/partner-pack
https://help.hcltechsw.com/onedb/1.0.0.0/index.html
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TIMING
The development, release, and timing of any future features or functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion.

WARRANTIES
Nothing contained in these materials is intended to, nor shall have the effect of, creating any warranties or representations from HCL or its 
suppliers or licensors, or altering the terms and conditions of the applicable license agreement governing the use of HCL products.

PERFORMANCE
Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard HCL benchmarks in a controlled environment. The actual throughput or 
performance that any user will experience will vary depending upon many factors, including considerations such as the amount of 
multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance 
can be given that an individual user will achieve results similar to those stated here.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
The contents of this presentation may contain information which is confidential, reflects product strategies, pricing and other information related 
to HCL Software products which should be treated a confidential and not circulated without prior approval from an HCL representative.

FUTURE PRODUCTS
Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general product direction and it should not be relied on in making a 
purchasing decision. The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver 
any material, code or functionality. Information about potential future products may not be incorporated into any contract.

https://www.hcltechsw.com/wps/portal/legal/hcl-software-disclaimer

HCL Software Disclaimers
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HCL Software Overview

$1B enterprise software business with presence in 50 countries

50+ products with 15,000+ enterprise customers

4200+ employees in Americas, Europe, India, South-east Asia, 
Japan, Australia and a specialized R&D center in Israel focused on 
security products

India’s largest; Asia’s fastest growing independent software 
vendor. A key player in HCL’s growth strategy

Australia

Hong Kong

Philippines

India

UK

Italy

Poland

Israel

Mexico

USA

Canada

2016 – 2018

Signed 15-year IP Partnership deal with IBM

2019

HCL Software introduced to operate HCL’s enterprise 
software product business

2020

Released major product version for all 7 acquired products 
(2H-19 to 1H-20)

HCL Software Labs

Journey so far…

HCL P&P launched with 15-year partnership between IBM & 
HCL

Over the next 2.5 years, HCL signed 17 deals to manage 50+ 
Products

Software labs were established in 4 continents at 16 different 
locations

In Jul’2019, HCL closed acquisition of 8 enterprise products –
AppScan, BigFix, Unica,  Domino, DX, Commerce, & 
Connections

HCL’s Enterprise Software business is now moved to a new 
business unit “HCL Software”

DX V9.5, Domino V11, Connections V6.5, AppScan V10, BigFix 
V10, Unica V12 &. V12.1, Commerce V9.1

Exclusive agreement with Temenos to market Quantum multi-
experience development platform – “Phoenix” (July-20)


